
 2006 AIM HIGH PENALTY SUMMARY

Foul Description Penalty Notes Rule
More than 2 robots on Defense during opposing 
alliance's offensive period 5pt 5pt for 1st occur.  Every 5s past the grace period gets -

5pt per. G26

Robot incursion into corner goal more than 3in 
(regardless of who caused it or by design of robot) DQ answered in Q/A G21 

Robot cannot inhibit the movement of another robot 
while in contact with a field element for more than 10 
seconds

5pt Doesn't apply if either bot is entirely on ramp G24

Max projectile speed 12m/s (26.8mph) 10pt+disable S02

Robot is not designed to let go of balls at end of 
match without power warning if not modified, robot may not compete G30

High speed ramming with contact in bumper zones 5pt or DQ Head Ref decides - answer in Q/A G22

Shooting mechanism doesn't stay within robot at all 
times or contacts other robot 10pt+disable S03

Robot extends beyond 60"x60"x60" max size DQ G18

Strategies aimed solely at the destruction, damage, 
tipping over, or entanglement of Robots 5pt possible DQ if often or results in robot damage.  

Incidental contact is ok. G22

Robot violates height rule at any time (except 
transient condition) 5pt 5pt per violation. If blocking or scoring with height 

violation, assessed -5pt per occurrence G16

Robot damages field Disable
Ref will disable if robot damages field and feels further 
damage will be done.  May require corrective action to 

continue competing
G20

Robot touches floor out of field Disable If in automode, given 10s in match to fix G14-15

Robot grabs, grasps, attaches to field warning/disable get a warning first, if ref feels ignored, you get disabled G19

Robot unintentionally but routinely entangles another 
robot Possible DQ at Refs discretion , robot may be disqualified and be 

directed to repair prior to next match G23

Robot intentionally detaches parts on field 5pt G29

Intentionally detached component or mechanish 
impedes access to ramp or goal DQ G29
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 2006 AIM HIGH PENALTY SUMMARY

Foul Description Penalty Notes Rule

HP scores in high center goal 5pt cannot throw into center goal or bounce off robot to score 
in center goal G27

HP crosses starting line or leaves alliance zone when 
entering ball on field 5pt G33

HP enters ball onto field during automode 5pt G36

HP enters ball that did not go "over" the alliance wall 5pt 5pts per G38

Unsafe robot design or operation 10pt + disable if it's design, head ref can prohibit robot from playing until 
fixed S01

Too many drive team members on field/station 5pt Additional person to be asked to leave immediately G31

 team member leaves alliance zone during match 5pt G34

Team member crosses starting line during automode 5pt except personal or controls safety G35

team member other than HP enters ball on field 5pt 5pts per G38

Team member reaches into or interferes with ball 
counters DQ G39

Disrespecting field personnel (refs, volunteers, crew, 
other team, etc) DQ Only while on field G41

Coach touches controls disable+DQ G40

Anyone touches robot during match Disable S04
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